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ABSTRACT
We describe a natural revision-based logical modelling for
evolvable component systems. In this paper, an evolvable
component comprises two parts: a supervising process and
its supervisee sub-component. The supervisor’s role is to
monitor and possibly evolve its supervisee, where evolu-
tionary change may be determined purely internally from
observations made by the supervisor of the supervisee’s
behaviour, or may be a response to external stimuli. We
model these systems in a revision-based first-order logi-
cal framework in which the logic of the supervisor is a
meta-logic to that of its supervisee. This enables evolu-
tionary change of the supervisee to be induced by a super-
visor’s state revision at the meta-level. To describe the full
hierarchical component-based structure requires consider-
able mathematical detail, so we introduce the basic ideas
in a simple (single component) setting using the familiar
Blocks World. We then indicate how this account extends
to full structural hierarchies of evolvable components with
supervisor processes at any level of the hierarchy. We also
explain the difficulties that we encountered in devising a
mathematical account of evolvable systems.
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1 Introduction

Computational systems can be viewed as evolvable at many
levels of abstraction, from the rather low-level computa-
tional step evolution of a hardware system state, or of a
program’s computation state, to whole or partial system
change or reconfiguration that may occur in the main-
tenance or installation of software or hardware updates.
The execution of a program is computation state evolu-
tion. It is automatic and usually happens rather quickly,
on a nanosecond timescale. On the other hand, system up-
dates have largely been a non-automated process requir-
ing explicit user action, although internet-based comput-
ing has changed this view, e.g. automated updates of virus
detection software or security updates to operating sys-

tems. These updates are relatively infrequent, being on a
timescale of weeks, months or years. Such timescales of
change are studied as ‘Software Evolution’, see e.g. [15].
There are changes on timescales between these two ex-
tremes that can also be considered as evolution, or even
adaptation. One example occurs in network routing where
routing tables change dynamically as network nodes come
and go, communication channels saturate, etc. In fact, there
is an increasing focus on developing software systems that
feature limited forms of autonomy, adaptation or evolu-
tion. This is quite natural given the ever-expanding appli-
cation of computer-based processes for supporting human
endeavour. The evolutionary nature of businesses, business
processes and their computational modelling is a good ex-
ample. It’s fair to say, however, that mathematical theories
of computation have largely ignored these more abstract
levels of system evolution; attention has focussed instead
on developing models of computation to support effective
reasoning about fixed sequential, parallel and distributed
software and hardware.

The issue for us is that as one changes the nature of
systems so that adaptation and/or evolution become a dom-
inant feature which is present at significantly higher levels
of system organisation, how does one specify and reason
formally about such systems? The introduction of evo-
lutionary behaviour allows considerably more freedom in
the way that systems may behave and it is not at all obvi-
ous that traditional methods of specification, and standard
approaches to program logics and semantics, remain ade-
quate. In the article [6], we presented a temporal logic-
based approach in which we made a clear separation be-
tweenevolutionarysteps andnormalcomputation steps. In
essence we set up a two-level Kripke structure to model the
view depicted in Figure 1. The higher-level Kripke struc-
ture’s worlds are themselves Kripke structures, which, in
turn, capture the “normal” computational behaviour. The
higher-level accessibility relation, which in fact relates a
state in one Kripke structure to a state in another, corre-
sponds to the evolutionary changes that may occur. The
paper argued the importance of abstraction in order to pro-
vide “constancy through change” for supporting global rea-
soning, and defined a two-level temporal logic equipped
to reason locally over normal behaviour, and globally over
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Figure 1. Evolving Worlds

evolutionary behaviour. The two-level temporal logic was
based on ideas in the EAGLE temporal logic [5], designed
as a highly expressive temporal logic for run-time monitor-
ing purposes. The conceptual link between run-time moni-
toring and evolution features strongly in our current devel-
opments. A very natural architectural model is that the sys-
tem consists of parts which are supervised at run-time by
“higher-level” supervisory modules that monitor the behav-
ior of their supervisees and may invoke evolutionary steps
when particular conditions arise. These conditions may re-
flect an adaptive mode in which changes of environment
determine changes in the system, or may be determined
by internal imperatives in which the supervisor examines
the behaviour of its supervisee and determines appropri-
ate evolutionary actions when the behaviour becomes un-
acceptable. In fact, Warboys et al. [2, 17, 14, 13] in their
modelling of business processes take this view to an ex-
treme in that system architectures are constructed in such
a way that every component/process consists of a pair of
an ‘evolver’ (the supervisor) and a ‘producer’ (the super-
visee) and, moreover, the evolvers can create their produc-
ers, thus effectively the evolvers determine the behaviourof
the overall system. Our current work is heavily influenced
by these ideas and also by developments in the EAGLE tem-
poral logic and our previous work on theexecutabletem-
poral logic METATEM [3]. Interestingly, it is not the exe-
cutable view so much as the way METATEM had meta- and
object-level embedded in one logic that is of relevance to
the current work.

A satisfactory mathematical account of systems with
evolutionary behaviour is not easy to produce — simple
modifications of accounts of non-evolutionary systems do
not appear to be adequate. Of course, such systems when
viewed in their entirety, including the computational behav-
iour of the supervisory processes, can be treated as closed
systems in the usual form and therefore open to standard
treatments of semantics and logic. However, this account
misses crucial common structure which is present in these
systems and makes their analysis quite different from or-
dinary computational systems. The common structure re-
sides in (1) the way that supervisory processes have the
ability to examine the behaviour of the underlying system,
(2) the way that evolutionary steps interrupt computation
and modify systems and their associated behaviour. It is
this common structure which is reflected both in their ar-
chitecture and in their mathematical analysis. For (1) the
logic of supervisory processes needs to have reference to

the logic of their supervisees, in the most general form this
means that these logics aremeta-logics. For (2) the way
that supervisors are linked to their supervisees and can in-
fluence their processing itself needs a logical description.
This we provide in terms of relations calledmeta-viewsand
through these relations evolutionary steps in the supervisor
induce the required evolutions in their supervisees and thus
provide a description of this process at a level of abstraction
appropriate for the specification of, and reasoning about,
such systems.

In this paper, we present a logical model of evolvable
components where normal component behaviour is viewed
as an object-level and the supervisor is described as a meta-
level theory for the object-level. We represent a compo-
nent’s state as a set of positive atomic formulas, intuitively
corresponding to observations being made of the compo-
nent. We then follow approaches used in belief revision
and treat component actions as revisions to the observa-
tion state. A supervisor is described as a separate meta-
level system which monitors its supervisee by running in
lock-step synchrony. This is a logical synchrony of revision
steps and does not necessarily mean that implementations
are synchronous. Of critical importance is the fact that the
supervisor has the ability to change anything that exists in
the description and behaviour of its supervisee. Our aim
is to provide a tractable logical foundation for modelling
evolvable systems that both improves our understanding of
these systems and also supports effective reasoning about
the behaviour of evolutionary systems.

In this overview paper, we introduce the elements of
our analysis in a simple (one component) setting, using the
well-knownBlocks Worldas an example. We reflect on the
various choices we faced in devising this formulation and
then briefly outline how the techniques can be applied in
the more complex setting of a hierarchical architecture of
evolvable components, which is more extensively treated
in [7].

2 Modelling Evolvable Systems

2.1 An Evolvable Software Systems Architecture

Figure 2 indicates an outermost modelling view of a
component-based software system that we are construct-
ing for supporting safe and controlled software evolution.
As introduced above, an evolvable software component is
structured as a special pairing of a supervisor and super-
visee component. The supervisor dynamically manages its
supervisee according to the principles and policy defined
by its own program and its own upper supervisory man-
agement. The supervisor program, often referred to as the
evolverhas the power to stop the supervisee, modify it in
any way that fits with its own policies, and restart it in a
suitable state. Such evolutionary action may be determined
necessary locally, or be determined by some higher-level
supervisor. The highest level supervisor, referred to in the
picture asThe Oracle, will typically be a human supervisor.



The supervisee component program, sometimes referred to
as theProducerprogram, does the work. Any component
may be built using sub-components, some of which may
themselves be evolvable component pairings. A supervisor
of an evolvable component pair has the capability to evolve
any aspect of an evolvable component, including the super-
visory part.
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Figure 2. Evolvable Component System Overview

For logical modelling purposes we abstract com-
pletely from the implementation mechanisms used to effect
evolutionary change by a supervisor program. We describe
a component logically via a structural description (a com-
ponent theory), together with a program over the actions
of the component (and its sub-components). The abstract
state of the component is given by a set of observations
(represented by atomic formulas in the component’s logi-
cal theory). So far this is fairly standard in formal specifica-
tion methods for software. We differ, however, by describ-
ing actions via a revision process on the observation state.
Such an approach is more usual in planning systems, belief
revision systems, etc. For an evolvable component pair-
ing, we further assume that the supervisor and supervisee
programs are run synchronously with each normal action
of the supervisee monitored, or observed, by its supervi-
sor (and its own supervisor, etc.). A model of this as a
synchronous parallel composition of the supervisor and su-
pervisee fails to capture the special role and capabilitiesof
the supervisor and a radically different account is required
to capture the general mechanism of evolution. The su-
pervisor’s logic is a meta-logic describing the logic of the
supervisee. This requires not only that the logical language
used to describe the supervisor is a meta-language, meta

to the language used for the supervisee, but that we define
when an observation state of the supervisor is a meta-view
of the supervisee, and when a supervisory action is meta
to a supervisee’s. This means that we are able to describe
evolution as a revision action over the supervisor’s state and
that this action then induces the, often complex, evolution-
ary change in the supervisee.

2.2 An Evolvable Blocks World

Consider aBlocks Worldsystem in which there are a num-
ber of named blocks, a table, and a robot arm that can be
used to move blocks around on the table. We use a many-
sorted first order logic to describe particular Blocks World
situations, or states, and actions that update/revise a given
state. Figure 3 presents part of a schema for a logical theory
for such a world.

BlocksWorld

TYPES

Blocks
dfn
= {A, B, C, D, E, F}

Tables
dfn
= {T}

Objects
dfn
= Blocks ∪ Tables

OBSERVATION PREDICATES

on : Blocks × Objects

ABSTRACTION PREDICATES

free : Objects

above : Blocks × Objects

CONSTRAINTS

BWC
dfn
= . . .

TableSize(T, 2)
dfn
= . . .

BlockSize(1)
dfn
= . . .

ACTIONS

Move(x : Blocks, y, z : Objects)

pre {on(x, z), free(x), free(y), x 6= y}

add {on(x, y)}
del {on(x, z)}

Figure 3. A Blocks World Theory

Such theory schemas not only define individuals,
functions, predicates and axioms for describing and de-
termining consistent states of the world, but also actions
that can be used to revise states of the world. We divide
the predicates according to whether they are used to repre-
sent direct observations, e.g. the truth ofon(A, T ) means
that the block namedA is placed on the table namedT , or
whether they denote abstractions of the state, e.g.free(T )
is taken as an abstraction over the state and is used to de-
note that tableT is free to accept another block placed upon
it. The meaning of such abstraction predicates is given ax-
iomatically via the named constraints. In this example, the
parametrically named constraintTableSize(T, 2) defines



the capacity of the tableT (as 2) and the formulafree(T )
as below.

(∃b1, b2 : Blocks · on(b1, T ) ∧ on(b2, T ) ∧ (b1 6= b2))
⇔ ¬free(T ) ∧

∀b1, b2, b3 : Blocks · on(b1, T ) ∧ on(b2, T ) ∧ on(b3, T )
⇒ ((b1 = b2) ∨ (b2 = b3) ∨ (b1 = b3))

The parametrically named constraintBlockSize(1) de-
finesfree for block arguments, in particular that only at
most one block may be placed upon another, andBWC

provides other axiomatic properties for the predicateon.
The given Blocks World theory also presents an action
schema for moving blocks from one position to another.
These actions are defined as revisions on the states, revi-
sions in a particularly simple form: just adding new formu-
las to the state, or deleting existing formulas. Revision by
an action is only defined when the formulas appearing in
the action’s pre-condition set are deducible. The move ac-
tion requires that the block being moved is free, i.e. has no
block on top of it, and the place to which it is being moved
is also free. Action revision is defined as follows.

Definition 2.1 Let ∆ be a set of ground atomic formulas
built from observation predicates of theoryW . ∆ is con-
sistent with respect toW iff it is not the case that6|=W ∆.

Definition 2.2 (Action Revision) Given a typed first order
theoryW , let ∆ denote a set of ground atomic observation
formulas, i.e. a state description, andα a ground action of
W . Let pre-α, add-α and del-α denote the pre-condition,
addition and deletion sets for the actionα. The revision
of ∆ by the ground actionα, denoted by∆ ∗ α, is defined
when∆ |=W

∧
pre-α and yields a state description (∆ ∪

add-α) \del-α that is consistent with respect to the theory
W .

Consider now a supervisory component for the Blocks
World system. The supervisor is in a position to observe
all aspects of the operation of the Blocks World system.
In particular it may notice that the tableT becomes full
rather too quickly, or too often, impairing the overall per-
formance. In such situations, it may be able to extend the
existing table to increase its capacity, or even introduce an-
other table. It may observe that a particular sequence of
actions may be optimized by using two singly armed ro-
bots instead of just one, and so on. Of course, the super-
visor is programmed to make such observations and take
action upon them; there are no miracles here. We give a
logical description of the supervisory system using simi-
lar schema to that used for the Blocks World. However,
we need to use observation predicates to reflect what we
want the supervisor to observe of the Blocks World. For
example, there is a predicateholds that has two arguments,
a Blocks World formula and a name to reflect the current
Blocks World observation state; we can then note in the
supervisor stateholds(free(T ), c) if the formulafree(T )
is deducible from the Blocks World observation state that
the supervisor names asc. There are also predicates to re-
flect other elements of the Blocks World theory, such as

whether a named constraint is active, whether a particular
action schema is defined, etc. In fact, we define the no-
tion of configuration to capture both the theory and an ob-
servation description. A supervisor then is equipped with
predicates over elements of the supervisee’s configuration.

Definition 2.3 (Configuration) In the context of a first or-
der theoryW , we define a state-action configuration as
C = 〈∆, C,A〉 where:

∆ is of typeState = 2Ob, whereOb denotes the set of
ground atomic formula built using observation predi-
cates;

C is a finite consistent collection of parametrically
named closed formulas ofL — theW theory axioms;

A is of typeActionDefs = ActId → (V ars ×
2Atom × 2Ob × 2Ob), and is the set of basic revision
actions, each with a name inActID, a list of para-
meters, and the sets of formulas which serve as pre-
conditions, addition formulas and deletion formulas
(Atom is the set of atomic formulas of theoryW ).

A state-action configurationC = 〈∆, C,A〉 is said to be
consistent if and only if the state observation∆ is consis-
tent with respect to the first order theoryW .

Definition 2.4 A pair of consistent state-action configura-
tions

C = (∆, C,A) and
C′ = (∆′, C,A)

are related by an actionα ∈ GroundAction iff ∆′ = (∆∗

α). We writeC
α

−→ C′.

Figure 4 depicts the relationship between a sequence of ac-
tions, and associated configurations, of the Blocks World
system and a trace of actions of a supervisor, described
by the theory outlined in Figure 5. The supervisor has
come equipped with three actions — a monitoring action
Observe and evolutionary actionsExpand andContract.
The monitoring action is pretty much self-explanatory
and simply records particular Blocks World observations.
Expand, on the other hand, has more subtlety. The action
Expand(2, 4, c) is defined ifc is the supervisor’s name for
the current Blocks World configuration, and it has been
recorded thatTableSize(T, 2) is an active named con-
straint of the Blocks World. The supervisor’s action then
records in its own observation state (i) that an evolution
of the Blocks World configuration is required using the
evolve predicate and (ii) updates its own record of the table
size constraint. The subtlety comes in how we now link the
supervisor’s trace with the supervisee’s trace. First we de-
fine what it means for a supervisory state to be a reflection
of its supervisee state.

Definition 2.5 (State meta-view)Let WM and W be
first-order theories for the meta (evolver) and object-level
systems respectively. We say that∆M (from a configu-
ration of WM ) is a state meta-viewof a configuration
C = 〈∆, C,A〉 of theoryW if
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1. for all object-level formulasϕ and anyc, if we have
that {current(c), holds(ϕ, c)} ⊆ ∆M then we have
∆ |=W ϕ;

2. for all constraint namesCN , if we have that
constraint(CN) ∈ ∆M then we haveCN ∈ C.

Note that if we observe at the supervisory level, i.e. record
in the supervisor’s state, that some formula holds at the su-
pervisee’s level, then we are not insisting that it be an actual
observation at the supervisee level, just that one can deduce
it at that level.

We use anevolve predicate to “induce” evolutionary
action at the supervisee level. In order for this revision at
the meta-level to change the state at the object-level, we de-
fine the linkage between the two levels through atransition
meta-view:

Definition 2.6 (Transition Meta-View) Given meta-level
state descriptions,∆M and ∆M′ of theory WM , and
object-level configurations,C = 〈∆, C,A〉 and C′ =
〈∆′, C′,A′〉 of theory W , such that ∆M, ∆M′ are
state meta-views ofC, C′, we say that the pair
〈∆M,∆M′〉 is a transition meta-view of 〈C,C′〉 if
evolve(δ+

D
, δ−

D
, δ+

C
, δ−

C
, δ+

A
, δ−

A
, c), current(c) ∈ ∆M′ and

∆′ = ∆∪ δ+

D
\δ−

D
is theoryW ′ consistent, whereW ′ is the

theoryW with axiom setC updated toC′ = (C ∪ δ+

C
\δ−

C
),

thenC′ = 〈∆′, C′,A ∪ δ+

A
\δ−

A
〉.

Now for a supervisor’s configuration trace to be a re-
flection of its supervisee configuration trace, we simply re-
quire that the state meta-view relation holds for all paired
supervisor and supervisee states, and that the transition
meta-view holds across appropriate matched pairs of su-
pervisor and pairs of supervisee states.

When the Blocks World supervisor performs an
Expand action, there is no corresponding action in the
Blocks World object-level schema. However, the Blocks

World configuration will change according to theevolve

predicate’s arguments, which, in this case, mean that there
is no change in the state (i.e. expansion of the table does not
alter the blocks on it! This is an example of the use ofper-
sistencein revision-based logic), the constraint on table ca-
pacity is replaced by another, and the set of actions remains
unchanged. The conditions under which theExpand and
Contract actions are invoked are determined by the super-
visor’s program and are written in terms of the observations
that the supervisor makes of the object-level system. For
example, we may wishExpand to be invoked if the table
is currently full i.e.holds(¬free(T ), c) and current(c)
are in the supervisor’s state. This concept of evolution as
‘induced action’ is one of the crucial aspects of this formu-
lation of evolutionary behaviour. It abstracts from actual
mechanisms of supervision and evolutionary interrupts to
a level where we may describe the behaviour in a simple
logical framework.

3 Review

A successful account of evolutionary behaviour must steer
a course between two extremes. On the one hand, we
may consider all computational steps of the system, normal
steps and evolutionary steps, as equivalent and thus treat the
system using standard techniques. However, as we have ar-
gued, this account omits crucial common structure present
in evolvable systems, common structure which is exploited
both in their architecture and in their mathematical analy-
sis. On the other hand, since evolutionary steps may make
considerable changes to the object-level system, indeed, in
the extreme, may replace the system by an entirely different
system, then this unlimited latitude in evolutionary change
makes it impossible to give an account of evolution in such
a way that we may reason about overall behaviour of evo-
lutionary systems. What we have achieved in the account
outlined above is a middle course where evolutionary steps



BlocksWorldSupervisor META TO BlocksWorld

TYPES

ConfigName

FUNCTIONS

s : ConfigName → ConfigName

OBSERVATION PREDICATES

current : ConfigName

holds : FORMULAS× ConfigName

constraint : CONSTRNAME

evolve : ATOMS × ATOMS ×
CONSTRNAMES × CONSTRNAMES ×
ACTIONNAMES × ACTIONNAMES ×
ConfigName

CONSTRAINTS

BWEC
dfn
= . . .

ACTIONS

Observe(P : FORMULAS, c : ConfigName)

pre {current(c)}

add {holds(p, s(c)) | p ∈ P} ∪ {current(s(c))}
del {current(c)}

Expand(m : Int, n : Int, c : ConfigName)

pre {current(c),
constraint(TableSize(T, m))}

add {current(s(c)), holds(free(T ), s(c)),
evolve({}, {},

{TableSize(T, n)},
{TableSize(T, m)},
{}, {}, s(c)),

constraint(TableSize(T, n))}
del {current(c),

constraint(TableSize(T, m))}

Contract(m : Int, c : ConfigName)

pre {current(c),
constraint(TableSize(T, m))}

add {current(s(c)),
evolve({}, {},

{TableSize(T, m − 1)},
{TableSize(T, m)},
{}, {}, s(c)),

constraint(TableSize(T, m − 1))}
del {current(c),

constraint(TableSize(T, m))}

Figure 5. A Blocks World Supervisor Theory

are treated as different from those of the object-level sys-
tem and are indeed powerful enough to invoke a complete
replacement of the object-level system, and yet the effect of
evolutionary change on the overall behaviour of the system
is determined by the relationship between the meta-level
and object-level systems. Moreover, in this account super-
visors are revision processes in exactly the same form as

their supervisees and so we may form hierarchies of super-
vised evolvable systems, although it should be noted that
meta-level descriptions of meta-level systems can be quite
unwieldy.

The observation that meta-logics provide an account
of the way supervisory processes interact with the logic
of the supervisees is far-reaching. The meta-logics of the
supervisory processes need to record all the structure of
these processes as well as thatof the logicof the supervisee
— its predicates, formulas, consequence relation etc, and
moreover this logic is changing as the system evolves! Of
course, this structural feature is generic both in recording
the structure of the object-level logic, and also in the gener-
icity of the supervisory actions of observation and evolu-
tion.

The revision-based approach actually provides an ab-
stract machine, running revision actions on sets of formulas
— a machine that may be used to prototype evolvable sys-
tems. Notice that the sets of formulas that occur as states of
the system are used in two ways — through membership,
testing whether a formula occurs in the set, and through
deductive consequence, testing whether a formula is de-
ducible in a theory from those in the set. The role of these
two is carefully balanced. Different choices lead to some-
what different accounts of the logical framework.

4 Issues in Evolvable Component Modelling

So far, the Blocks World system we have described is
monolithic — it consists of a single component. More gen-
erally, we wish to assemble evolvable systems from evolv-
able components in a hierarchical fashion allowing super-
visors at each level of the hierarchy able to monitor and
evolve not just the components below but also the behav-
iour of their supervisors.

We have extended the above account to introduce
component-based system assembly for evolvable systems
(see [7]). That this is possible depends, in part, on the fact
that we have described both supervisor and supervisee sys-
tems in exactly the same form — as revision processes on
sets of formulas.

We outline here changes needed to the above account
in order to incorporate component-based system assembly.

The first change is simply naming: state and configu-
rations associated with named components are themselves
named by the component-name. The hierarchy of compo-
nents is then captured as a tree structure and a system is
described as a tree of its component states and configura-
tions. All this is standard for component-based systems.

However, several new features are required to de-
scribe evolvable component-based systems:

• Revision is no longer the simple process of augment-
ing and/or restricting sets of formulas. Consider, for
example, an evolutionary step which consists of the
replacement of a component (which may have sub-
components). In this case, not only will states and



configurations in the tree change, but the structure of
the tree itself will change, and for evolutions involv-
ing more general reconfigurations of a system, these
tree manipulations can themselves be complex. Stan-
dard revision logics consider only simple revisions of
the form we have considered above, but it is possible
to extend the notion of revision to these hierarchical
systems.

• Component-based systems are built from components
which are either unsupervised or consist of a pair of
a supervisor and a supervisee. In the latter case, what
is any higher supervisor observing? The answer is the
synchronous pairs of actions of the supervisor and su-
pervisee. Thesepaired actionsconsist either of (1) a
normal computational step of the supervisee together
with a monitoring step, or (2) an evolutionary step
invoked by the supervisor and the corresponding in-
duced evolutionary action in the supervisee.

• Components may communicatevertically through su-
pervisory processes, orhorizontally with each other
(including the possibility of supervisors communicat-
ing with each other) throughjoint actionsα||β which
are defined as revisions on the two component states
whenα andβ are revisions on the individual states.

Introducing components does not alter the basic logi-
cal structure of evolution but the interaction of component
hierarchies with evolutionary behaviour yields a powerful
methodology for the development of adaptive and evolu-
tionary systems.

5 Conclusions

The approach of this paper, based on revision logic and a
logical description of the process of monitoring and evolu-
tion, appears to provide an adequate formulation of a fairly
general notion of evolvable system. Other approaches sug-
gest themselves: we have already begun to explore the role
of temporal logics [6]; we have also considered process-
theoretic ideas (such as bisimulation) which arise when we
view revision systems as transition systems induced by the
revision actions; also of relevance may be continuation-
based denotational semantics to express the different forms
of computational step present in evolvable systems.

Much remains to be done to expand these ideas into
a full account, including (1) an implemented form of this
evolution (‘Evolvable Java’); (2) establishing a formal rela-
tionship between this logical account and the mechanisms
of monitoring and evolution present in an implementation;
and (3) exploiting this logical account to establish proper-
ties of evolvable systems, both properties that are preserved
under evolution and those which undergo controlled evolu-
tionary change.
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